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CADO THERMO, softshell jacket French Blue
EVO Softshell pant, Men



PASSION FOR NORDIC
GEAR FOR ALL

Our mission is focused on the fusion of heritage 
and modernity, with tradition meeting our cutting-
edge technology, where passion meets precision

With 4KAAD, you dont only get equipment, you get 
an experience. 

We thrive to be a trusted partner on your
journey whilst fueling your passion and goals.

BEAT SPORT, red dahlia



UNMATCHED RESPONSIVENESS, 
CRAFTED TO EXCELLENCE
At 4KAAD, our products are born in the heart of Scandinavia.
Our heritage carries a long way in nordic sports  area, together 
with our commitment to excellence, we develop and design 
our products to inspire generations of skiers and their love for 
sports.



The new Generation of Ski Pole Straps 
 

Elevate your skiing experience 
with our Ski Pole Straps. Tailored 
to perfection, these high-quality, 
no-buckle straps offer a seam-
less fit in a range of sizes from XS 
to XXL. 
Durable and comfortable, they’re 
designed to fit to everyone. 

AV SKIN PRO
The new AV SKIN PRO is a 
pure performance ski pole 
strap with a durable 3-layer 
nylon construction.
The strap fits like a second 
skin.
Available with
Blackcode X
CODE HD



BLACK CODE X 
U L T I M A T E 

THE 
BLACKCODE X
ULTIMATE
Introducing our finest race ski pole to 
date: the epitome of excellence. Crafted 
from 100% superlight Diamond Carbon, 
weighing just 50g/m, it offers an un-
matched swing for unparalleled perfor-
mance.

Lightweight components, such as the 
carbon cork grip and exclusive CHANGE-
IT baskets (size S), set a new standard in 
cross-country ski poles.

Experience the innovation with our new 
AV PRO Skin strap - designed to fit around 
your hand like a second skin while deliver-
ing maximum power transmission in every 
stride.

A new benchmark has arrived.



CODE 9
black-yellow 

CODE 9
blue metallic

CODE HD
Ultimate Blue

100 % Diamond Carbon with cork
grip and AV Pro strap. Change-It

basket. Perfect for marathons
and racers.  Exclusive Flex paint,

CHANGE-IT basket system.
 

AVAILABLE IN SIZES 130-175 /5CM

Ultra-light World Cup shaft based on Black-
code technology. Pure racing shaft with high 

HM modulus carbon, CHANGE-IT basket 
system, and AV SKIN strap. 

Weighing only 58g/m, 

AVAILABLE IN SIZES 130-175 /5CM

100 % Diamond Carbon with cork
grip and AV Pro strap. Change-It

basket. Perfect for marathons
and racers.  Exclusive Flex paint,

CHANGE-IT basket system. 

 
AVAILABLE IN SIZES 130-175 /5CM



THE NEW GENERATION CODE  9
Modern designs combined with innovative components as the Change-IT basket 
system, the AV Pro strap and the carbon cork grip.



WE PIONEER NORDIC
 INNOVATION 

We at 4KAAD bring inspriation and innovation to 
every XC skier in the World. Leading carbon

 technology combined with modern designs.



CODE 6
black magenta

Premium Carbon shaft with 60% 
carbon,cork grip and AV Pro strap. 

Change-It basket. A famous pole and 
test winner for marathon and sport-

oriented skiers. Carbon cork grip.
CHANGE-IT basket system

SIZES AVAILABLE 130-175/ 5CM



CODE 6
yellow matt

 Premium Carbon shaft with 60% 
carbon,cork grip and AV Pro strap. 

Change-It basket. A famous pole and 
test winner for marathon and sport-

oriented skiers. Carbon cork grip.
CHANGE-IT basket system

SIZES AVAILABLE 130-175/ 5CM

CODE 4
black white

Premium Carbon shaft with 30% 
carbon,cork grip and AV Pro strap. 

Change-It basket. A famous pole and 
test winner for marathon and sport-

oriented skiers. Carbon cork grip.
CHANGE-IT basket system

SIZES AVAILABLE 130-175/ 5CM

BLACKCODE JR
Ultimate

30% Diamond carbon shaft construc-
tion with cork grip JR and AV Pro rac-
ing strap SIZE S, Flash L basket with

Tungsten metal tip

 
SIZES AVAILABLE 70-145/ 5CM



THE CLICK_IT
Improved swing, quick release, and 

enhanced control

Elevate your skiing experience with our Click-
It Strap – the ultimate companion for your ski 
pole adventures.

 Designed for convenience and performance, 
this innovative strap offers a secure, adjust-
able fit that’s easy to click into place. With a 
simple yet effective click mechanism, you’ll 
enjoy swift transitions and hassle-free 
adjustments, ensuring that your poles are 
always tailored to your needs.



CLICK-IT STRAP

EASY RELEASE
It takes one snap to adjust on 
the go. 

AERO SHAPE
for better swing
Making each movement more 
efficient and strong

POWER SLEDGE
added strength and durability, 
ensuring your gear can with-
stand the great outdoors.

CORK GRIP
comfortable hold, even on long 
days on the tracks 

AV CLICK-IT 
Material in durable
Robust D600 Nylon, Build to 
last

CLICK_IT Strap   

CLICK_IT Strap
3D mesh   

CODE 8 
Black Phantom

  CLICK-IT

80% Diamond carbon shaft construc-
Coming with the new CLICK-IT strap 

and CHANGE-IT basket with Tungsten 
metal tip

 
SIZES AVAILABLE 130-175/ 5CM



BEAT RACE white silver Revo
CADO Women, black-white

CADO Women, black white



WHEREVER THERE’S 
A SKI TRACK, 

ADVENTURE
 AWAITS

At 4KAAD, we inspire and innovate for XC skiers 
worldwide. Our cutting-edge carbon technology 
blends seamlessly with contemporary designs.

CADO Men, French Blue



Composite Carbon with cork grip 
and AV strap Black. Light XC Touring 
basket. Perfect for sport and recrea-

tional skiers who are looking for
high quality equipment.

SIZES AVAILABLE 130-160/ 5CM

CODE 600 JR
black yellow

Carbon-composite shaft with cork  
grip and AV black or biathlon exit 

strap. High quality design and 
durability for a perfect product for 

recreational and family skiing.
Flex paint for shaft protection

 
SIZES AVAILABLE 60-135/ 5CM

CODE 600
black yellow

 Carbon-composite shaft with cork 
grip and AV black or biathlon exit 

strap. High quality design and 
durability for a perfect product for 

recreational and family skiing.
Flex paint for shaft protection

 
SIZES AVAILABLE 130-160/ 5CM

CODE 740
black white



STEP 50
CLICK_IT

STEP 20
CLICK_IT

50% PREMIUM Carbon  shaft with 
cork grip and AV PRO strap. Newly 

designed Nordic Walking basket with 
the Universal rubber walking pad. 

Extra light swing and strong compos-
ite shafts. 

 
SIZES AVAILABLE 100-135/ 5CM 

20% PREMIUM Carbon shaft with 
cork grip and AV PRO strap. Newly 

designed Nordic Walking basket with 
the Universal rubber walking pad. 

Extra light swing and strong compos-
ite shafts. 

SIZES AVAILABLE 100-135/ 5CM

NORDIC WALKING NORDIC WALKING CLICK_IT



FLASH BASKET L 
FLASH BASKET M

FLASH basket with perfect grip in snow.
Not collecting snow under the basket.
fits for all shafts with 9mm diameter

ROLLER SKI TIP
CHANGE-IT 

ROLLER SKI TIP
9 MM + 10mm

ROLLER SKI TIP
 10 MM 

Change-IT rollerski basket with durable 
Tungsten Carbide tip

Rollerski tip with durable 
Tungsten Carbide tip for all 9mm 

cross country shafts

Rollerski tip with durable 
Tungsten Carbide tip for all 10mm 

cross country shafts

ROLLER TIP
C-IT  (FIS)

ROLLER TIP
(FIS )9mm

Change-IT rollerski basket following the 
FIS competition rules  with durable 

Tungsten Carbide tip

Rollerski tip following the FIS competition 
rules with durable 

Tungsten Carbide tip for all 9mm 

CORK GRIP
CARBON

The 4KAAD Carbon grip is a
180 degree cork, extra light 

construction and firm grip for every
hand.

AV PRO   
STRAP

AV PRO STRAP
Available in . 

SIZE XXS,XS,S,M,L,XL, XXL

The Biathlon Pro strap is a premium strpa 
developed in the Biathlon World Cup

. Special shape webbings

BIATHLON PRO 
STRAP

AV SKIN   
STRAP

The new AV SKIN is a performnce ski pole 
strap developed for the perfect fit and 

power transmission.
Lightweight, perfect fit, and no plastic 

buckle anymore for the velcro band.
Dual nylon layer for durabiity and comfort.

Available in size XS to XXL



CHANGE -IT

Open the nut and
remove the basket

Clip in the new basket Close the nut tightly

BASKET
CHANGE-IT  S

The 4KAAD  CHANGE -IT basket 
can be easily changed and removed,

just with your hand. Superlight weight.
Durable Tungsten Carbide tip

Flash C-IT basket are available 
in S.M and L

BASKET
CHANGE-IT  M

BASKET
CHANGE-IT  L



BEAT EYEWEAR COLLECTION
The BEAT glasses are the ultimate sport glass designed for cross country ski-
ing, running, and cycling. Featuring a unique cylinder lens, it delivers unpar-
alleled vision clarity. With its lightweight, flexible, and durable frame, you’ll 
enjoy a perfect fit for peak performance during training and competitions

Incl. hard case, extra clear lens, anti-fog and UV protection





BEAT SPORT yellow silver Revo BEAT SPORT  red dahlia

BEAT RACE, red purple Revo BEAT RACE, white blue mirror

BEAT RACE white silver Revo BEAT RACE  pink white Revo

PHOTO CHROMIC

BEAT RACE, Gold mirror

PHOTO CHROMIC



BEAT RACE
SPORTS PERFORMANCE EYEWEAR 

BEAT RACE, Gold mirror

OUR BEAT SPORT GLASSES COLLECTION  IS A PREMIUM RANGE MADE AS LIGHT AS 
POSSIBLE FOR ACTIVE  PERFORMANCE ATHLETES IN CYCLING, 

TRIATHLON AND SKIING

SUPERLIGHT FRAME , ANTIFOG TREATMENTS AND SPORTIY LENS SHAPE

Extra lense to change,  valuable hard case,  UV protection

BEAT RACE, white blue mirror and black flame red

PHOTO CHROMIC



PULSE RACE gold revo PULSE RACE clear blue

PULSE RACE Dark Blue silver

PULSE RACE Chrome Gold

PULSE RACE black pink revo

PULSE RACE chrome gold / 
dark blue silver 



PULSE EYEWEAR COLLECTION

PULSE ACTIVE Black GoldPULSE ACTIVE wild rose PULSE ACTIVE white blue

4KAAD PULSE Sport Glasses
Elevate your experience with our premium sport glasses, ideal for races, training, and leisure activities. 
Enjoy anti-fog treatments, a super-light frame, and a high-performance cylinder lens for unbeatable clarity.
Embrace the best moments of your day with our lightweight sport performance eyewear.
Incl valuable case and clear and dark extra lenses



SUNSET EXPLORER bk gold 

BEAT 
EDGE
Introducing the BEAT EDGE: 
Your go-to sport glasses 
for triathlon, running, and 
cycling. 
These exceptional glasses 
feature a specialized cyl-
inder lens for impeccable 
vision.

 With a lightweight, flexible, 
and durable frame, you’ll 
enjoy an ideal fit, whether 
you’re pushing your limits in 
competition or during your 
training sessions

BEAT Edge, Blue clear gold BEAT Edge, mirror pink

BEAT Edge, pink, mirror pink

SUNSET EXPLORER blue



SNOW EAGLE 2.0

SNOW EAGLE GENERATION 2.0,  is a special cross country flip glass. The product comes 
with 2 extra lenses for change, ( 1 colour/ 1 clear lens) the elastic band can easy be 

adjusted for comfortable fitting. The lens position offers good air circulation. 
The lenses are with UV protection and Anti-fog

SNOW EAGLE 2.0, wht. silver SNOW EAGLE 2.0, wild rose SNOW EAGLE 2.0, black 



CADO Men

CADO  MEN, French blue

CADO Softshell Jacket,black-yellow

Elevate your skiing experience with the CADO Softshell Ski Jacket. 
This men’s jacket boasts a 3-layer premium softshell fabric with a membrane, ensuring exceptional 
waterproofness (10,000mm) and breathability (10,000g/m2/24h). 

Stay comfortable with inner check fleece and flexible, breathable panels. A silicone gripper elastic 
band and reflective details add extra functionality. 
Available in sizes S to XXL, this jacket combines style and performance for the ultimate skiing ad-
venture.

CADO  MEN, Black yellow



EVO  pant MEN, black. 3/4 zipper

CADO  MEN, Dark Moose

CADO Vest black, unisex
• 3-layer  softshell fabric with membrane 
• inner layer check fleece with wicking function 
• 10 000 mm waterproofness, 10 000 g/m2/24h 
breathability
• elastic and breathable panels at back
Size XS-XXL

• 3-layer softshell fabric with membrane 
• inner layer check fleece with wicking function 
• 10 000 mm waterproofness,breathability 
• elastic and breathable back part
Size XS-XXL



CADO THERMO Men 

This cutting-edge jacket features: 
3-layer THERMO softshell fabric for superior insulation.
Inner check fleece for moisture control
Remarkable 10,000mm waterproof rating. 

Silicone gripper elastic band 
Reflective details 
Available in sizes S to XXL

 It’s your perfect training companion in the cold!
Conquer the elements in style. 

CADO  THERMO jacket MEN, Set Sail blue- French blue

CADO THERMO jacket, MEN, Black Yellow



EVO pant , black. 3/4 zipper



COS THERMOPANT BK, UNISEX
3-layer  softshell fabric with membrane, inner layer 
check fleece with wicking function
WP 10 000 mm/ 
backside with high elastic knit fabric panels for good fit 
and movement
size: S - XXL

 ZANO MEN SOFTSHELL JACKET, black-blue and black-wine
Crafted with 3-layer softshell fabric and a built-in membrane, it offers impressive waterproofing 
at 10,000mm. The inner check fleece with wicking function keeps you dry, and high elastic knit 
panels at the back and under arms ensure an excellent fit and unrestricted movement. Elevate your 
outdoor experience with ZANO.
Perfect for your everyday activities!
size:  S - XXL



CHILLPRO MEN, Hybrid jacket ,  Blue-dark-blue  and black-red
Its lightweight 3-layer fabric with membrane offers superior insulation, while the tech grid wicking 
function keeps you dry.
 With a 10,000mm waterproof rating, pre-shaped sleeves, and elastic, breathable panels, this 
jacket is built for performance. 
Stay cozy and confident with its updated design and reflective details. Available in sizes S to XXL, 
it’s your perfect winter companion.



CADO women   /   CADO THERMO women

CADO W Jacket black-white

CADO Softshell Jacket,black-yellow

Elevate your skiing experience with the CADO Softshell Ski Jacket. 
This men’s jacket boasts a 3-layer premium softshell fabric with a membrane, ensuring excep-
tional waterproofness (10,000mm) and breathability (10,000g/m2/24h). 

Stay comfortable with inner check fleece and flexible, breathable panels. A silicone gripper elas-
tic band and reflective details add extra functionality. 
Available in sizes S to XXL, this jacket combines style and performance for the ultimate skiing 
adventure and training.

CADO W Fuchsia-Pink



EVO pant  W
• 3-layer  softshell fabric with 
membrane 
• inner layer check fleece with 
wicking function 
• 10 000 mm waterproofness, 10 
000 g/m2/24h breathability
• elastic and breathable panels at 
back, Size XS-XXL

CADO THERMO Softshell Jacket

This cutting-edge jacket features: 
3-layer THERMO softshell fabric for superior 
insulation.
Inner check fleece for moisture control
Remarkable 10,000mm waterproof rating. 

Silicone gripper elastic band 
Reflective details 
Available in sizes S to XXL

 It’s your perfect training companion in the cold!
Conquer the elements in style. 

CADO Thermo W fusion coral

CADO Vest black, unisex

CADO Thermo W Black-fuchsia purple



ZANO Softshell WOMEN
 white-blue

COS THERMOPANT BK, UNISEX
3-layer  softshell fabric with membrane, inner layer check 
fleece with wicking function
WP 10 000 mm/ backside with high elastic knit fabric pan-
els for good fit and movement
size: S - XXL

ZANO WOMEN Softshell Jacket, light-blue-grey and turquois-white

 Crafted with 3-layer softshell fabric and a built-in membrane, it offers impressive waterproofing 
at 10,000mm. The inner check fleece with wicking function keeps you dry, and high elastic knit 
panels at the back and under arms ensure an excellent fit and unrestricted movement. Elevate 
your outdoor experience with ZANO.
Perfect for your everyday activities!
size:  S - XXL



CHILLPRO WOMEN Hybrid Jacket, black-coral and light-blue-blue

 Its lightweight 3-layer fabric with membrane offers superior insulation, while the tech grid wicking 
function keeps you dry.
 With a 10,000mm waterproof rating, pre-shaped sleeves, and elastic, breathable panels, this jacket 
is built for performance. 
Stay cozy and confident with its updated design and reflective details. Available in sizes S to XXL, it's 
your perfect winter companion. 



CEVI LIGHT Jacket Men
Elastic black
Introducing the CEVI Jacket: Your Ulti-
mate Performance Companion

Elevate your active lifestyle with the 
CEVI Jacket, crafted from cutting-edge 
4-way stretch material that adapts to 
your every move. With a remarkable 
5000mm waterproofness and breatha-
bility rating, this jacket keeps you com-
fortable and dry in any weather.

Designed with versatility in mind, the 
CEVI Jacket is perfect for cycling, run-
ning, and a wide range of mid-season 
sports and activities. Its sleek, tailored 
fit and stylish design ensure you look 
and feel your best while pushing your 
limits. 
Take on the elements with confidence 
and style in the CEVI Jacket
 Size:  S - XXL



ATHLETIC TRAINING 

EXOC SHIRT LS MEN, black A training long sleeve shirt. Perfect for high intensity level 
workouts, mesh fabric back and light weight nylon fabric.  XS-XXL



CEVI LIGHT Jacket  Women fuchsia

CEVI LIGHT Jacket Women, fuchsia Elastic
Introducing the CEVI Jacket: Your Ultimate Performance Compan-
ion
Elevate your active lifestyle with the CEVI Jacket, crafted from 
cutting-edge 4-way stretch material that adapts to your every 
move. With a remarkable 5000mm waterproofness and breatha-
bility rating, this jacket keeps you comfortable and dry in any 
weather.
CEVI Jacket is perfect for cycling, running, and a wide range of 
mid-season sports and activities. Its sleek, tailored fit and styl-
ish design ensure you look and feel your best while pushing your 
limits. 
 Size:  S - XXL

ATHLETIC TRAINING 



EXOC SHIRT LS WOMEN A training long sleeve 
shirt. Perfect for high intensity level 
workouts, mesh fabric back and light weight nylon 



TERRY HOODIE  with logo embroidery,  
black/black and  grey/white
80/20 Cotton , Available in XS - XXL

BRAND T -SHIRT,  black/white and black/ blue
100% cotton , Available in XS - XXL

Pique Shirt BRAND
Dark blue
90%cotton, 10 elatstan
Available in XS - XXL

Teddy Fleece jacket,
black
Available in XS - XXL

WINTER WARM, black
Padded jacket
Available in XS - XXL



ROE BEANIE
 Lycra material
 Blue, pink and black

ROE HEAD BAND
Lycra 
Blue, pink and black

ODA Beanie
50%merino wool 50% acrylic 
+ half cycle polar fleece lining

PIRI Beanie, black and pink
95% acrylic 5% spandex

DREAMER , black

Material
95% acrylic/5% Spandex

DREAMER, smoke green DREAMER, crystal pink

DREAMER, antique white



 PLANICA TECH Race suit 
 High quality Lycra performance fabric 2pc, pant and upper) size XS-XXL  

Light and 3D stretch lycra material. Human fit cutting with 4 type Italian lycra fabrics. Tight fit but 100% elasticity 
and control. Special shoulder and back mesh.

PLANICA TECH bluePLANICA TECH black; Size XS-XXL



SKIPOLE TUBE 

PRO TEAM back pack 55 L
large storage back pack for training 

and competitions.
2 large side pockets.

Made from high quality ripstop 
material.

black-yellowSki pole transport tube for 3 pair
or 8 pairs. 175cm 

PRO TEAM 55L
Back pack 



High quality rip stop material, elastic mesh pocket for more space, including phone and light wind jackets.
Elastic phone clip to position the mobile phone Volume approx. 1 L double foam and foil isolation

THERMO BELT 2.0 Introducing the new Thermobelt

Featuring ripstop material for 
durability and an elastic mesh 
top for effortless storage of 
your phone and small essentials 
while you’re on the move. 

   THERMO BELT “LED ATHLETE” 



HYDRATION BELT PRO

High quality rip stop material, elastic mesh pocket for more space, including phone and light wind jackets.
Elastic phone clip to position the mobile phone Volume approx. 1 L

   THERMO BELT “LED ATHLETE” 

LED Thermobelt for roller ski and running traning in the dar. 
LED panel with LED lights, USB charging.

Reflective logo print for good visibility along the street, Fluorecent yellow 

SKI BAG 4 PAIRS and 2 PAIRS SKI -210cm 

SKI BAG WORLCUP  8 PAIRS XC SKI 



Premium Race race glove for cross country skiing, thin synthetic palm with silicon pattern  
for grip in every condition.

 Black-White,  Black-fuchsia Pink , black yellow Size 5 - 12

RACE 50

THERMO 80
Thermo solftshell glove for cross country skiing, thin synthetic palm with 4KAAD silicon pattern  

for grip in every condition. Designed for cold conditions 
 Black-Yellow,  fuchsia Pink-Black, black white  Size 5 - 12



High quality Lobster glove for cross country skiing, special inner finger departments. 
Softshell upper , Thinsulate filling, silicon palm for grip in every condition. 

Perfect in cold conditions and protects against freezing fingers
 Blue-black, stone -grey, pink-black   Size 5 - 12

LOBSTER 100 PRO



Premium Race leather glove for cross country skiing, Premium fine 
goat leatherpalm for grip in every condition.

 Blue-black, stone -grey, pink-black   Size 5 - 12

RACE PRO

Thermo Sport glove with softshell
and thinsulate isolation, perfect fit and grip for your skipoles

black-yellow, pink-black and black-red      Size 5 - 12

ULTIMATE Thermo

LOBSTER Thermo

Premium Lobster leather glove for cross country skiing, Premium 
fine goat leather palm, Thisulate and windstopper isolation.

Black white Size 5 -12



CROSS COUNTRY SKIING GLOVES 



LOW-POSITION PREMIUM CARBON FRAME
100MM CARBON RUBBER WHEELS WITH ALLOY RIMS
MED-SLOW SPEED



CARBON SKATE V10
SKI ROLLER PERFORMANCE

The 4KAAD CARBON SKATE V10 is a performance Roller ski for training at highest level.
We have developed the Skate Frame and wheels with some of the best XC 

and Roller ski athletes in the World. The unique carbon frame is produced in a special 3D molded 
process to create the best and lightest roller ski frame we ever built.

The Alloy wheels are produced with hot molded carbon rubber wheels for perfect grip  
on asphalt in every weather condition.  ( speed 2, med-slow )

Color: blue -black -white



CLASSIC CARBON 13

CLASSIC 7
The CLASSIC 7 alluminium roller ski is a famous roller ski since many years. Many clubs and athletes 
are using the product for classic training during the summer.

Alloy 7075 super light frame for perfect control and durability.
Carbon rubber wheels and high quality bearings for long lasting usage during summer trainings.

The new 4KAAD CARBON CLASSIC 13 is built with a unique 3D carbon molded frame for perfect
control and best experience in Classic technique training.
The frame offers a classic technique feeling and perfect functionality on  roads in all  conditions.

ROLLER SKI CLASSIC



Junior Aluminium Roller ski frame with shorter 59cm cm length for proffessional and sport- oriented athletes. 
Carbon rubber wheels for training in all kind of conditions. 
Speed : med-slow. 
Wheel: 100mm alloy rims Pre-drilled holes for easy fixing of Prolink or Rottefella bindings

SKATE 10 PRO
LOW POSITION ALUMINIUM FRAMELOW POSITION ALUMINIUM FRAME

SKATE 7 JR 

SKATE 7 
Aluminium Roller ski frame with 63 cm length for proffessional and sport-oriented athletes. Carbon rubber 
wheels for training in all kind of conditions. Speed : med-slow. 
Wheel: 100mm alloy rims. Pre-drilled holes for easy fixing of Prolink or Rottefella bindings

ROLLER SKI SKATE



 ROLLER SKI WHEELS 

CLASSIC BACK 
WHEEL, REAR BRAKE, 
1PC

CLASSIC FRONT WHEEL, 
1 PC

SKATE WHEELS, RUB-
BER, 
MED-SLOW 2 , 100 mm

SKATE WHEELS,
 PU FAST, 100 mm

ROLLER SKI BAG for 2 pairs roller skis MUD GUARDS,  skate or classic,   1pc



EQUIPMENT

Base Cap bk-yell Base Cap blue-whtl Trucker Cap wht-magenta

Trucker Cap bk-bk

Trucker Cap Nordic “Nordic Image”

INCL 5 ROLLS:

V0.5 V0.7 L0.5 L0.7 X1.0

EXTRA ROLLS AVAILABLE:

STRAIGHT  1.0
STRAIGHT  2.0
STRAIGHT  3.0
DIAGONAL 1.0
CROSS X 1.0
CROSS X 2.0

Trucker Cap Black/black

WORLDCUP STRUCTURE SET



DISCOVER NEW TRAILS



Embrace the Future of 4KAAD Trekking 
with our innovative and progressive 

Carbon Trekking Pole Collection.
 - 

Experience High Quality and cutting-
edge design for unmatched Outdoor 

Adventures.

Introducing our cutting-edge Carbon Trekking Poles specifically designed 
for mountaineering, ultra trail running, and hiking enthusiasts. Engi-

neered with innovation at its core, these poles feature foldable shafts, 
allowing for easy storage and portability without compromising on 

strength or stability. Developed in collaboration with experienced expe-
dition teams, our carbon trekking poles offer the ultimate combination of 
durability, performance, and reliability, empowering you to conquer the 

most challenging terrains with confidence and ease.



Z-CODE CARBON  (black/ yellow)

100% carbon fiber foldable pole 
for ultra trail running and trekking

Soft-touch light grip top with 
100% EVA foam grip 
Durable and light  joint sup-
port and light carbon shafts for 
increased stiffness.
Soft technical fabric comfort 
strap for premium support.
Z-pole fixed length construction 
with flex tips with both 60mm Al-
pine Z-Pole and 100mm  Powder 
baskets included.

lenght: 100cm /110cm / 120 cm 
/130 cm
weight : 160g

Z-CODE AL   (black/ blue )

100% alloy shaft 7075 
foldable pole for ultra trail 
running and trekking

Soft-touch light grip top with 
100% EVA foam grip 
Durable and light  joint sup-
port and strong alloy shafts 
for increased stiffness.
Soft technical fabric comfort 
strap for premium support.
Z-pole fixed length construc-
tion with flex tips with both 
60mm Alpine Z-Pole and 
100mm  Powder baskets 
included.

lenght: 100cm /110cm / 120 
cm /130 cm
weight : 176 g



Z-CODE FLX CARBON  (black/ 
yellow)

100% carbon fiber foldable 
pole with upper flex length ad-
justment. Quick Lock system.
Soft-touch light grip with 
100% EVA foam, 
Durable and light  joint support 
and  increased stiffness with 
100% carbon shaft.
Soft technical fabric comfort 
strap for premium support and 
adjustable.
Z-pole fixed length construc-
tion with flex tips with both 
60mm Alpine Z-Pole and 
100mm  Powder baskets 
included.

lenght: A: 105-125 cm  /  B:  

120-140 cm  weight 175g

Z-CODE FLX AL  (black/ blue)

100% Aluminium 7075 fold-
able pole with upper flex 
length adjustment. Quick Lock 
system

Soft-touch light grip  with 
100% EVA foam grip ,
Durable and light  joint support 
and stiffness for increased 
with strong alloy shafts.
Soft technical fabric comfort 
strap for premium support and 
adjustable.
Z-pole fixed length construc-
tion with flex tips with both 
60mm Alpine Z-Pole and 
100mm  Powder baskets 
included.

lenght: A: 105-125 cm  /  B:  
120-140 cm weight : 210 g



THE MOUNTAINS ARE YOURS
Introducing our revolutionary Super Light Carbon Telescope Trekking Poles, 
the ultimate companion for adventurers and outdoor enthusiasts. Crafted from 
high-quality carbon fiber, these poles are incredibly lightweight yet incredibly 
durable, ensuring a seamless trekking experience. With their adjustable tel-
escopic design, comfortable grips, our trekking poles offer optimal stability, 
reducing strain on your body and providing unparalleled support on any ter-
rain..





Z-CODE FLX CARBON  (black/ yellow)

100% carbon fiber foldable pole with upper flex length 
adjustment. Quick Lock system Z-CODE FLX CARBON  
(black/ yellow)

100% carbon fiber foldable pole with upper flex length 
adjustment. Quick Lock system

Soft-touch light grip with 100% EVA foam. Durable and light  
joint support and  increased stiffness with 100% carbon shaft.
Soft technical fabric comfort strap for premium support and 
adjustable.
Z-pole fixed length construction with flex tips with both 60mm 



Z-CODE FLX AL  (black/ blue)

100% Aluminium 7075 foldable pole with upper flex length 
adjustment, Quick Lock system

Soft-touch light grip  with 100% EVA foam grip. Durable and 
light  joint support and stiffness for increased with strong alloy 
shafts. Soft technical fabric comfort strap for premium support 
and adjustable.
Z-pole fixed length construction with flex tips with both 60mm 
Alpine Z-Pole and 100mm  Powder baskets included.

lenght: A: 105-125 cm  /  B:  120-140 cm weight : 210 g

Art code name shaft length

P-10505 Z-CODE Carbon carbon foldable -5---100%carbon 110cm /115cm /120cm /130cm

P-10506 Z-CODE AL aluminum foldable -5---7075 110cm /115cm /120cm /130cm

P-10507 Z-CODE FLX Carbon carbon foldable -4----100%carbon 105cm-125cm / 120cm -140 cm

P-10508 Z_CODE FLX AL aluminum foldable -4---7075 105cm-125cm / 120cm -140 cm

P-10509 TREKKING FLX Carbon carbon telescopic-3----100%carbon 100 cm -135 cm

P-10510 TREKKING FLX AL aluminum telescopic-3---7075 100 cm -135 cm



TREKKING FLX CARBON  (black/ yellow)

100% carbon fiber telescope trekking pole with  flex length ad-
justment. Quick Lock system, light and strong shaft.

Soft-touch light grip top with 100% EVA foam extension
Durable and easy quick lock adjustments.
Soft technical fabric comfort strap for premium support.
3 pc telescope pole with flex tips with both 60mm Alpine Z-Pole 
and 100mm  Powder baskets included.
lenght: 100-135 cm
weight: 222 g  ( pack size 62cm )



TREKKING FLX  AL (black/ blue)

100% Aluminium 7075 telescope trekking pole with  flex length 
adjustment. Quick Lock system, light and strong shaft.

Soft-touch light grip top with 100% EVA foam extension
Durable and easy quick lock adjustments.
Soft technical fabric comfort strap for premium support.
3 pc telescope pole with flex tips with both 60mm Alpine Z-Pole 
and 100mm  Powder baskets included.
lenght: 100-135 cm.
weight: 242 g  ( pack size 62cm )



Contact:

NORDIC PASSION OY/ 4KAAD

HELSINKI/ FINLAND
info@4kaad.com
www.4kaad.com


